Physics Lab 232006
Spring 2012

Tuesday: 12:20-2:15pm       Nielson Phys Bldg 508
TA:        Christopher Hayes       chayes25@utk.edu
Office:     603 Nielson Physics Bldg                    Office Hrs: By Appt.
Tutoring Hr: Thursday: 1:15-2:25pm

Lab Schedule/Due Dates:
A total of 12 laboratory experiments will be performed. Each completed lab report will be due at the beginning of the next scheduled lab. Due date for final lab is TBD.

Do Your Own Work:
Each lab report should be written individually. If two or more lab reports are either identical, or formatted in a way that indicates the work of only one person, these lab reports will be returned without a grade.

Attendance:
Students should attend each laboratory period and do all experiments. If necessary, and with appropriate documentation, make-up labs can be performed during the last week of the semester.

Lab Report format/Rules:
Lab reports must be submitted in accordance with guidelines set forth in the UT Physics Teaching Assistants’ Manual. General Instructions for students are given on pages 10-12 of the manual. It can be viewed online at www.phys.utk.edu/phylslabs.html.

Grading Policy:
Submitted Lab reports will be graded and returned during the following Lab meeting. Each lab will be graded on a scale of 1-10 including half integer grades (e.g. 9.5). Final grade will be based on
   (1) How well the Instructions in the Lab Manual were followed
   (2) How well requirements in items a-g on pages 11-12 of TA manual were followed.

Collecting Data:
Any and all data collected in class must be signed by the TA. A finished lab report with unsigned data will not be graded. Besides data, your data sheet should indicate the date and the name of your lab partner.